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1. INTRODUCTION

In his Opus Magnum [Co], Connes defines an even unbounded
fredholm module' over a C*-algebra A as a pair (~, D), where
.7( is a Z/2-graded Hilbert space carrying a t"!'repl'esentation.
of A of deQree 0, and 0 is an unbounded/self-adjoint operator
on 1(, of deqree 1, such that:
i) (1 + 0 2 )-1 is compact
ii) The subalgebra

a. =

{a IE A:

[0, a] is bounded} is norm-

dense in A.
following ~02], we say that an unbounded fredholm module
('J{ , D) is ~...,summable if, for any t > 0, the operator e-:- tD2
is trace-class.
This condition is rather natural if one remembers the
heat equation proof of the index theorem: Connes simply requires the "heat kernel" to be trace-class. In the case of the
Dirac operator 0 on a c6mpact'riemannian spin·manifold M, one
even has p-summability in the sense of [Co]: (l + 0 2 ) -p/2 is
_tD2
-p/2
trace-class for p > dim M. In particular Tr e
= O(t
)
for t -.0.• However, as .shown in [Co2], this"cQndition of psu~mability ''is ~t.o()restrictive;. as oa.ing too re:lated to
,fi~i te dim'enSiLon :.and commutativ ity.
If G is a locally compact group, we define an unbounded
G-fredholm module .as a pair (Je, D), where 1( is now a Z/2graded Hilbert space carrying a unitary representation of G,
and 0 is as above, with condition ii) replaced by:
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ii') For any g ~ G, the operator gDg- l - D is bounded, and
the map g + gDg- l - D is strongly continuous.
It is easy to see that an unbounded G-Fredholm module
gives rise to an unbounded Fredholm module over the C*-algebra
of any closed subgroup of G.
In, ,this;.1pBper, c;we associate a ~ -·summable unbounded Fredholm module to any simple algebraic group G over a non-archimedean local field F (the reader is urged to think of F as Qp'
the p-adic field, and of G as SL (G ». The construction is
np
geometric, and uses the so-called Bruhst-Tits building of G.
When the building is a tree (e~g. for SL2(~p»' we get nothing
but the unbounded version of the Fredholm module that we
associated to a tree in [JV]. The construction is quite
reminiscent of the construction of the dual-Dirac operator on
riemannian symmetric spaces of the non-compact type (see [Co],
[C03], [Ka]): ii also involves the choice of an origin Xo and
the existence of a unique geodesic between Xo and a point x~xo
Remember that, for any locally compact group G, Kasparov
[Ka] organized the G-Fredholm modules into a unital abelian . j
ring KKG(~'~) which, for compact G, is nothing but the repre~ .
sentation ring. If G is a connected Lie group, Kasparov has an
idempotent y~ KKG(~'~) (the celebrated Kasparov obstruction)
which embodies both the Dirac and dual-Dirac operators on G/K
(K a maximal compact subgroup of G). The above remarks lead us
to believe that the Fredholm module described in this paper
will be a kind of p-adic analogue of Kasparov's y; it is easy
to see that, for G a simple algebraic group over F, the restriction o.f our Fredholm modul.e to any compact subgr,oup is 1.
Moreover, if the split rank of G is at least 2 (e~g. SL (F),
n
n ~ 3), then because of Kazhdan's property (T) (see [DK]), our
module is not equal to 1 in KKG(~'~); in particular it gives a
new element in KKG(C,C) (when G is split (e.g. G=SLn(F», the
only elements of KKG(~'~) previously known were the multiples
of 1). However, we do not know .whether or not y Z = "t in KKG (C ,C) •
It is conceivable that our Fredholm module could be useful
to prove particular cases of the KaplanskY-Kadison conjecture
(see [BC]): let r be a countable torsion.;.free group; then ab y
idempotent in the reduced C*-algebra C;(r) is trivial (either
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o

or 1), Our friend Paul Baum likes to say that this conjecture

is probably false, because of

B

principIa of Groffiov("any non-

trivial statement about the clasB of countable grDups has to
be felse n

But it shDuld be true in interesting

),

caSBS

(e.g.

linear groups). Anyway, it'is known from work of PimsnerVoiculescu [PV], Cuntz [Cu], Cannes [Co] on the free groups,

that this conjecture wDuld follow from the fact that the canDnical trece T is integer-valued on projections of C;(r).
Assume

r is B discrete subgroup of G, 8 p-adic group 8~ abouB.
E
(1'): (D,a] is bounded}; t.his is a dense Bub ... -

let -0,,, {s

algebra, stable under holomorphic functional calculus (aee

[Cal).

So Bny projection in C;(r) is equivalent to a projec·

a.

tion in

Far such

pD+p: p;X~- -+

B

P, the Fredholm index of

p'C

is a well-defined integer which,

the heat equation method,

is equal to the super-trace Tr (p.exp(-tD')
(here D

p

for Bny t > 0

B
P
= pDp + (1 - p)D(l - p». Then the conjecture would

follow if .8 could prove something like
lim Tr (p.exp(-tD2»

t-+O

P

(3

= T(p)

Both ButhofS thank the CMA for its invitation in participating in the Special Year on Harmonic Analysis.

2. THE BUILDING OF G
Let G be (the group

Df

algebraic group defined over

rational points of)
B

9

simple

non-archimedesn local field f.

Let 6° be the Bet of maximal compact subgroups 0
table Bet)

B

G (8

coun~

acted upon by conjugation. Note th-e follow],ng

reBults of BruhBt and Tits [BT], giving information on this
action of G:
i) Every maximsl compact subgroup coincides with its

normalizer.
ii) The number of conjuQBcy classes of maximal compact
BubQroups is finite, equal to 1+1, .here 1 is the split rank
of G.
EXAr4PLE: G ::: Sl (Ill ); here the split rank is 11-1; represantan

p

tives for conjugacy classes of maximsl compact subgroups BrB

,1c.6

Kk

=Gn

[lp
plp

p-l~pl
Zp

where the top left block Df this matrix is k x k (0 S k S n-l);
here lp denDtes as usual the ring of p-sdic integers. Note
that Ko = Sl n (l p ).

We say that two elements K, K' Df 6° are inCident, Dr determine an edge 9, if I( fa K' ismeximl!lll both in K and K'; next,
fDr 2 ~ k S ~, we aay that k+l elements Df 6° determine s
if they ere psir~ise iru::idenL By definition, the ;,
building is the Tesulting simplicial complex. Mare precisely,
it is a contractible simplicial cOMplex of dimension 1, carrying a proper action Df G. A simplex of dimension 1 is a
chamber (see [8T]).
The building ienot a purely COMbinatorial object: en
important feature is the presence of a metric, for which it
is complete and" G acts by !samet!: ies (see [8T], [Ti]). Moreover two points are joined by 8 unique geodesic.
In the Bruhat-Tita philosDphy~ a building is s p-adic
analogue of B riemannian symmetric space of the non-compact
type (~e already publiciied this philosophy in [JV]). Nate
that in theae spaces. there are certain distinguished subspacBs~ namely maximal flat sUbSPSCBS. ~hich erB euclidean in
the induced metric. In the building, this rOle ia played by
the so-called spartments ("an apartment ia a flat"); apartments
are euclidean spaces, triangulated according to the action of
the affine Weyl group Df G. the induced metric being the
euclidean Metric (see [8T], [liZ], [113]). Any ho chambers
belong to Et laBst ~n8 apartment. ao that tbe building can be
aeen 8B a bunch of apartments glued tagethei (in e complicatad
way). At this paint, we fael that Borne examples will be wBlcoma.

EXAMPLES:
i) G = Sl2(G p ); the building is a homogeneous tree Df
order p+l (sea figura 1 for p=2); hera chambers ere edgBB~ and
for B dis,.'
apartments ara straight linea. We refer to [
cusaion.
ii) G ~ Sl,(G p ); an

apartment is a euclidean plane with
the usual tessellation by equilateral triangles (figure 2).

LvI
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Figure Z
According to [TiZ], one has to figure out the building ramifying along every edge, each one belonging to p+l apartments.
It defies any attempt of drawing.
iii) G = SL4(~p); here we can only describe a chamber (it
will not surprise anyone familiar .ith the root system A3 ).
It is a tetrahedron made up of four isosceles triangles look~
ing like figure 3.

Figure 3
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•

Z

•

3. THE FREDHOLM MODULE
Fix an orlg~n x o € flo. For any simplex x, denote by I1(X)
its barycentre+ and by a(x) ,the \-,nJq,ue simplex containing x
with interior meeting the geodesic [ X o 11( x)] (see figure 4).

XO

-=-

14.9

Denote by! k the set of
simplex

licea with dimension k; for any

B

define !Jcr:::

0,

{x

E

Jl

sC x) = a}

llk:

k

If x,

if x ,

licea, we say that x is well-contained in
this is denoted by x m y, One CHn Bee that,

yare s
~ ~(x);

y

if x • y. then B x) = a(y). This impliBs that m is an order
relation. Below, ~e tacitly assume that a has a nonempty II •
cr
We omit the proof of the following lemma.
LEMMA: 6 0 has

B

un

minimal element cr.

m:Ul

with respect to

m.

let m be the dimension of 0

. ; denote by I
mln
a the set of
simplicBs of dimension m+l in 6 (J ; then aa is in one-to-one
correspondence t~ith the p'o~Hn· set fP(I), in particular, the
c'ffirdinalitv of fA
NOI~,

is 2

cr

d"

remember the t

orbl t8 from 0 to

9.,

a

m

1m 0-·

,Q~

G has

+1 orbi ts on

Then, amy k-s

0

/:;.",

number these

lex)( of the building can

be identified with a subset of cardinali t.y k+1 of {
this subset is the

of x, denoted

E

well-cont.ained in y

sign

typ x.

1],

I

,'0. ,

Q,};

If IcE /:, k i

, i t is then possible to define a
conBide~ the unique

ctx,y) as in simplicial cohDmology:

increasing bijection typ y

{O,l,.,., ,1<+I}; then the image of

+

)( is [O,I,,..,k+l} \ Ii} fOK'some
; define £(
.
1
1
~.
.
.
'"
' .
( -,1) i+l ; E 18
C Bar y B b-lnvar1snt ,unC~10n.

,y) :;:

Back to the study of A • we may - Bnd will - identify Ia
~~i

til typ

a
n. For i ifF- I

typ

0

ai(x) =~jl

xU. i}

\{i}

x

So, either x '"

Ot. (:~
l

if i
if i
or a i (

0

,

define a map

by

+

at]

>(

E

x
0::

x",

This leads us to symmetrize

the definition of E in the fol10.1n9 way
€()(,<\(x))

"

€(Oli(x),x)

The proof of the following lemma is obvious, once you realizB
it is true:
lEl'lMA: For
E (),' A.,

(where

Q( • •

i,j€\;. if. j, and x /}.a' one has:
()( ) h: ( x , ct, ( x )) ;:: - do. i j ( x ) , cti ( x ) ) da i j
:::

lJ

o.

1

On Jl!(l1

"

Qt.

J

-

OL.

)( E

<l

), C2j ( X ) )

(1.)
1

), define an operator y.

a

( Cx '

J

(

l

by y.

l

, i s the canonical basis of Jl.

2 (

= dx,

I:!._»).

ct. (x))o
1

(Xi

(

x

)
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PROPOSITION: The Clifford algebra relations hold, namelyg
y ~ ::: 1
:I.

Y i'Y j

-+- Y j Vi :: 0

Moreover y.:I.

=

(i ~j )

y~
:I.

Proof: This fallows immediately from the preceding lemma and
theralstions ~i

::

1, Qij ::: Qji

This is the first part of the construction of our duslDirac operator. Naw, ~e ~Duld like to define sDmething similar
to "Clifford multiplication by a vector painting from Xo to a".
~D do that, we choose an apartment containing both Xo and cr;
viewing Xo as the origin of this apartment, we can speak of the
vector
= x@~(a IIUIl
. ). Remember that there is a roat system·
basad at Kg. Bueh that any ~all of the apartmant has equation
<13. X > '" k, for. same roat Sand somB integer k. To any i

e

I

Ql'

assDciate B set B. of roots by requiring that:
:I.
- each root in 8 i is constant on the unique siMplex of
type typ (] \ {i} in 6(].
- the scalar
product A :I.. (Xa ) ::: <6. Xa » is pDsiti~e and
.

~B

maximal for any S

E B.:I. (see figure 5).

Note that for generic a. i. s. dim a ::: J!"
the B.'
s contain just
].
DIlB root. The Bcalar Ai(X ff ) is independent Df the choice of the
apartment involved in the cDnstruction.

:A

Figure

5>

0
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Define an opera'tor Do: J!,2(lI o )

Dn

=

L

+

l.~(lIa) by

A.(XR)Y.

v i e 10

].

v

,R,

].

R,2(lIk) ,
Consider then the Hilbert space 7(= $
J!,2(lI) ~ ~
a
k::O
o
Z/2-graded by the decomposition into even and odd dimensional
simplices. Define D : : . D
this is an unbounded self-adjoint
a
o
operator.

PROPOSITIONJ For t > D. the operator eProof: We have

D! :: L.
~

tD2

is trace-class.

A.(X nv )2 because of the Clifford algebra

].].

relations. So, denoting by Pftv the distance from Xo to ~(o ml.n
. ),
we see that there exists a constant c ~ 0 (depending only on
the building, not on a) such that D~ ~ cP~ • Hence
e

-w'

~

<D

""'0

e

-tcp~

The trace of the scalar operator e -tcP'cr is less than 2 1 • e -tcp'a
Finally, the f~nction a + e-tcp~ is summable, because the
number of simplices at distance ~ n from

Xo

is in een

where C

is a constant only depending on the building.
Note that the inequality 0 1 ~ cp 2 also implies that
a
0
D+: 'j(+ .... X- is Fredholm wi ttl index 1, its kernel consisting
precisely of the multiples of 0

•
x"
-1
PROPOSITION: For any 9 £ G, the operator D - gDg
is bounded.
Sketth of proof: The operator gDg- l is "the same" as D; but
with the origin Xo replaced by g)(o' More generally, let Di be
the operator analogue of D, but defined with respect to an
origin )(~. We claim that D - Oi is bounded. This is intuitively
clear: since D(J (resp. Di)
is something like Clifford multi0
plication by X (resp. Xi), the difference should be Clifford
o
0
multiplication by X(J - X'0 ::: x~ - x<;.'wI"l1cl1 is constant. How-.,
u

Bver, one has two difficultiasto ~ve~cD~ei
- The construction of X involves the choice of an sparta
ment through Xo and o. In general, there is no apartment
containing simultaneously 0, Xo and x~. This can be arranged
by the following trick: since the I-skeleton of the building
is connected, we may assume that Xo and x~ are incident, and
then find an apartment containing xo.

x~

and a.
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- The blocks
depend on the choice Df Xg' BD that D. D'
lue not diagonal in the same decomposition of 'J{. This can be
arranged
notic
that, fDr x far fram x~ and X~, the
simplicBs Sex) and S'Cx) BrB close to each ather, allowing one
to give a bound on [) - 0'

from the

prBc~ding

THEOREMJ The pair

(see figure 6).

propositions, we immediately deduce:

D) ia al-summable unbounded G-Fredholm

module.

Figure 6

)(~

REMARKS:
i) Assume for a moment that the building is a tree.

= {x~1

the 6 a 's are Df two kinds:
Aa = { I S(~)I. Sa the

and, for x

Then

6° \ {xu},

ition of the building in 6 's
. . a
is a generalization Df the bijection BI aD \ {xa) +6 1i axhibited
in [JUl. Nota that in the case of the treB, the operator D has
the following form:

Dox

~ p(x)OS<x)

DO b

= p(S-l(b»)OS-l(b)

(x E 8 0

)

(bE 6 1 )

which is nothing but the unbounded version of the Fredholm
module in [JU]. As an anecdote, let us mention that Cannes
noticed that, if the tree is homogeneous (with each vertex of
order q+l. say), then Tr e-tD~ is essentially given by
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';
L

n _tn 2

q e

n=O
and the asymptotic development of this function may be

estima~

ted by means of the Poisson formula:· for t -+ 0 .. this function
is equivalent to t~i. e;p(~log q)2/4t) •
ii) The reader may wonder why the authors, who stuck to
bounded fredholm modules (in the sense of [Co]) in their previous papers [JV], [JV2], are suddenly dealing with unbounded
modules. The reason is that an unbounded fredholm module _
contains more information than a bounded one (the Dirac
operator has more to say than its phase). Simply think of the
fact that an unbounded fredholm module gives for free a dense
subalgebra stable under holomorphic functional calculus (the
subalgebraC{), while in the bounded case one has to require
p-summability to get this (see [Co]).
It is easy. to turn our unbounded module (?t, D) into a
bou~ded one: simply replace Xa by xa/llxal I in the construction.
Then, in the case of the tree, one really gets the l-summable
fredholm module of [JV]. However, as was pointed out to us by
A. Connes and G. Skandalis, our bounded module in rank ~ 2 is
not p-summable for any p ~ 1. So, working with unbounded
modules re-establishes some balance between rank 1 and higher
rank.
iii) To conclude, we mention that our unbounded fredholm
module is not p-summable for any p ~ 1 (in any rank): this
follows from the exponential growth of the building. But our
module cannot even be homotopic to a p~summable unbounded GFredholm module (?l', 0'), with the representation of Gong( ,
. weakly contained in the Ie ft reQular representation 0 f G:
indeed. by restricting the module to a lattice r in G and
using non-amenability forr, one would contradict a result of
Connes [Co2] asserting that there is no p-summable unbounded
fredholm module over c*(r) when r is a countable non-amenable
r
group.
for other examples of ~-summable unbounded fredholm
modules which are not p-summable for any p ~ 1, we refer to
[Co2].
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